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In situ Observation of the Decay of an Expanded CoCr:N Phase into CrN and an
fcc Phase
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Nitriding of austenitic stainless steel or CoCr alloys results in the formation of

expanded austenite, which is a widely investigated subject with several competing

theories about the nitrogen transport. Here, in situ XRD measurements obtained from

low energy broad beam nitrogen ion implantation into polycrystalline samples of CoCr

alloy Haynes 25 at different temperatures are shown. The current density was fixed at

130 µA/cm

2

, resulting in incident fluences of up to 2.5 × 10

19

 nitrogen atoms/cm

2

 for

typical process times of up to 3 hours. The temperature was adjusted by an

independently operating heating system.

Initially, a fast expansion of the fcc lattice concurrent with a anomalous diffusion is

observed, independently confirmed from the time evolution of the substrate reflections

and those of the expanded phase. The shape of the expanded peaks, while

asymmetric, cannot be described when assuming only the nitrogen depth profiles.

Additional factors, especially stress and stress gradients are present in a time varying

fashion. However, elevated temperatures of 475°C and above lead to a very fast

decomposition of the expanded phase, starting at the surface. While information from

the expanded phase is lost, no new, additional phase is visible at the beginning of this

decay. The gradual, low intensity appearance of CrN, Cr

2

N and an fcc phase points to

a nanostructured material undergoing subsequent grain growth processes, leading to

completely changing corrosion properties. The results indicate a similar temperature

and time dependence as for the decay of the expanded phase in austenitic stainless

steels.
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